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Lamplighters, we bring light to unite the boulevards of 
Black Rock City — the light of civilization, navigation and 
celebration!   
 
In honor of the immense desert and the immensity of our 
dreams and visions, we hang our lamps high. 
 
Hurry, before the night is upon us! 
 

(Invocation for the festival of 1999) 

        
 

 The Lamplighting ritual at Burning Man is a quiet yet 
essential part of the communal desert experience.  It creates a 
sense of a real city with street lamps and invokes an old 

tradition of lamplighting that contrasts nicely with the 
technical innovations of today. 
 This “manual” is really an attempt to summarize the 
methods I’ve used since being the first Burning Man 
lamplighter back in 1994.  It does not set anything in concrete 
and future lamplighters may certainly go there own way to 

shape the ceremony to their own wishes.  The following 
manual was written in the year 2000. 
 

 

A LITTLE HISTORY 
 
 Before electricity, lamplighting was an essential part of every town.  Gas 
and oil lamps and candles marked the boulevards of the past.  The style of 
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kerosene lantern used at Burning Man dates back to 1868 when John Irwin 
created the “Hot Blast” design that was up to 4 times brighter than a single 
candle.  The design recirculated the combusted hot air using side tubes that 
forced a hot draft back down through to the wick.  Our current Dietz lanterns use 
an improved 1880 modification called the “Cold Blast” whereby cooler air not yet 
exposed to flame (and with more oxygen) is drawn through the side tubes 
promoting an even brighter whitish flame.  First manufactured by Robert Dietz, 
the tubular design became the standard for lanterns everywhere.    They were the 
flashlights of their day but even more important as they provided a controlled 
flame that would last them all through the night.  With kerosene becoming 
affordable, all manner of people used these lanterns from farmers, miners to 
railroad engineers.   
 It’s the sense of the controlled flame that I find interesting in relation to 
the wild flames of the Burning Man festival.  Though people are exuberant, even 
reckless at passionate times in their life, the controlled flame is what provides an 
ongoing source of comfort and inspiration.  It is the fire of civilization.  Though 
the lamps at Burning Man have a practical purpose they also act as objects of 
veneration as they are placed high on spires that, like the Man, reach upward 
from the desert floor.   I think of the spires in fact as extensions of the Burning 
Man.  While the Man stands out apart from the city, the spires are his emissaries 
that inhabit and illuminate the community.  And of course, it is the spires and 
lamps that form the passage processional between the city and the man. 
 Like much at the festival the spires proved to be both symbolic and 
practical.  Originally in 1993, lanterns were placed on the ground to form the 
processional.  Unfortunately wind, dust and a few souvenir crazed people 
quickly dwindled our supply of reusable lanterns.  Larry Harvey designed the 
first spires, which both raised the lamps out of reach and made them more 
visible and useful as navigation markers.  It is this spire design that continues to 
be used for the processional and gateways of the central circle — they are the 
“Greater” spires.  Outlying areas use a modified simpler version of the design; 
the “Lesser “ spires.   Greater and Lesser refer to the number of lanterns they 
hold (4 or 2) 
 The numbers of spires and lanterns grew exponentially with attendance.  
While only an assistant and I lit the first spires, the number quickly grew to six, 
then ten.  It stayed at ten for two years (though we had more lanterns to hang).  
In 1997 the number shot up to twenty-five.  In 1998 it was fifty and in my final 
year 1999 the lamplighters numbered sixty-five.  The lantern count has increased 
from around thirty-nine to over five hundred. 
 What this means of course is that much organization needs to go into 
Lamplighting.  Methods for quickly cleaning, filling and hanging the lamps need 
to be practiced.  Since the festival is now seven days, expedient procedures are 
important so that no one feels overburdened.  
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CREDIT DUE 
 
 During my tenure as head Lamplighter, those I’ve worked with have 
immeasurably assisted me.  Many of our present lamplighting practices 
originated from these people and I’ll now try to list some of the main 
contributors. 
 Larry Harvey has been particularly interested in the Lamplighting from its 
inception.  If not for the swamp of other obligations he said he would love to be a 
lamplighter himself. 
 Kimric Smythe has offered so many suggestions it’s hard to remember 
them all.  The lamplighting processions would have looked quite different if 
Kimric hadn’t participated.  He helped me build the first wagons, carrying and 
lifter poles (as well as suggesting they be made from cheap conduit rather than 
more expensive extendible paint roller handles).  Since he was a lantern collector 
himself, Kimric had a private interest in Lamplighting though his duties are pyro 
expert for the big burn kept him from actually participating as a Lamplighter.  
Though the flaming helmet was my idea, it was through Kimric’s brilliant 
constructing skills that the helmet was realized. 
 Louise Jarmilowicz designed the first lamplighting robes out of wonderful 
gold and red fabric.  As the number of Lamplighters reached 10, it was clear that 
the time and cost of more robes were beyond our resources.  Robes were used 
from the second year of lamplighting onwards.  As an aside, the robe design was 
one of two considered.  I was also thinking of something resembling band 
uniforms with gold tassels because I was worried loose robes or capes would 
easily catch fire if they blew against the lanterns (as my purple outfit did the first 
year of lamplighting).  A sash ties the new robes at the waist, preventing some of 
the billowing problems.   The flame pattern from the bottom of the early robes is 
carried forward in the white robes being worn today.  Only the Head 
Lamplighter robe survives from the early years.  
 Steve White designed the new robes that could easily be made, sewn and 
painted by anyone.  I give Leslie Landburg credit for leading our first robe 
making meetings, which were very successful in outfitting the Lamplighters in 
1997.  More about robes later. 
 Chris DeMonterey deserves my admiration for coming up with the idea of 
bending paint roller handles with a torch to form hooks for the lifter poles. 
. 
 Other kudos go to Chris Maila for tireless support in the construction of 
poles, robes, etc. as well as providing a space to work and refreshments for the 
preliminary meetings.  Chris worked with me four years and was absolutely 
committed to the task.  His embellishment of Lamplighter camp in 1998 and 1999 
really improved the look of the place with golden curtains, pennants and black 
lights.  He also proved invaluable in the break down of camp (a VERY important 
task  — more said later).  The new addition of a golf cart to tow wagons was 
Chris’ contribution. 
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 Neal Kaplan designed the Lamplighter canopy from 1997 to 1999.  Before 
that we had no shade!  The current structure, though complex to build, is 
actually quite strong and with Kimric’s suggestion of bracing it with scaffolding, 
has withstood some fierce winds. 
 Brien Burroughs has been generous in providing his studio space for 
Lamplighter meetings from 97 onwards.  He also lit the lamps for a month every 
night in 1998 when the Man was displayed in downtown San Francisco along 
with a few spires.  Last year, his ideas for larger wagons were realized.  Now a 
central organizer of the Lamplighters, Brien remains an enthusiastic help include 
Mike Murphy and Gayle Hoover (who were instrumental in getting the new 
wagons built).  Dave Thornton and Eric Downey are assuming prominent 
Luminary roles after showing leadership skills in last years event.  Rebecca 
Firestone is now known as the Luminary of Lamplighter Communication and 
has taken on the task of receiving all email from volunteers and getting out 
meeting announcements and other communiqués. 
 Annabelle designed the first Lamplighter webpage.  
 Last but not least is the astonishing help of Jim Ripsch who just turned 70 
as this is written and has guided the construction and maintenance of 
Lamplighter Camp for two years now.  He says he’s a Lamplighter for the rest of 
his life. 
   

 

PREPARATION AND PRESENCE 
 
 The shear size of the Lamplighting crew necessitates a presence at all 
major Burning Man events (at least those in San Francisco).  Having a table with 
photos, information and a sign up list is recommended.  The SOMAR events of 
past years had spires that needed to be lit and there may be future events that 
include spires (the last of this kind was the downtown display of the Man).  
Robed Lamplighters at these events could be useful as they provoke curiosity.  
Volunteers should be encouraged to work for at least two nights during the 
festival but none should be turned down if they want to sign. 
 Sign up sheets should include: name, address, phone and VERY important 
today: their email address.  In the last two years, most Lamplighter recruits have 
come from email exchanges.   
 By March, determination should be made as to any increase in lanterns 
needed for the next event.  The number of lanterns influences many things and 
plans need to start early.  Remember older lanterns may need new wicks or 
globes.  Kerosene supplies should also be secured. 
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MEETINGS 
 
 After the number of lanterns needed is determined, the number of 
Lamplighters, robes and poles naturally follows.  A meeting for each of these 
items can be arranged: 
 
Robes:  Sewing and painting robes.  Plenty of ventilation is needed for painting.  
There may need to be more than one meeting.  Tools: sewing machines, scissors.   
Materials: sheets, gold cloth for sashes, pins, cardboard (for stencils), gold and 
red spray paint 
 
Pole Making:  Cutting carry poles and preparing lifter poles (see pole section).  
Tools: torch, vise (recommended), pipe cutter, hand saw, circular saw, knife (for 
whittling) or power sander, drill.  Supplies: paint roller handles, dowels, screw 
hooks, small wood screws, gold spray paint 
 
Wagon making:  Constructing the wooden wagons.  Tools: circular saw, 
hammers, drill with screwdriver bits.  Materials: Plywood, 2x4 boards, wood 
screws, wheels, swivel bases and materials for handles, gold paint.  Preliminary 
construction of the work tables can also take place at this meeting.  
 
Lamplighter Camp:  Creating embellishments for Lamplighter camp.  Planning 
any new additions or revisions of the shade canopy. 
 
Kindling: (final meeting) A general gathering for old and new volunteers to 
meet.  By this time many volunteers will have decided which days they want to 
work.  Plans will be made designating group leaders (Luminaries) and the 
current strategy for lighting the next Black Rock City will be presented 
(hopefully with some maps or diagrams).  Transportation issues might also be 
discussed.  Materials:  Easel, markers, maps, sign up lists for groups. 
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LAMPLIGHTER SUPPLIES 

 
ROBES: 
 
 Steve White who thoroughly knows the robe making process gave the 
following instructions to me: 
 
 

 ROBES FOR BURNING MAN LAMPLIGHTERS 
 
 These instructions tell you how to sew a rope for Lamplighters at Burning 
Man using a flat, white bed sheet.  It is to be used in conjunction with a page of 
illustrations (page 9).  The finished robe should end comfortably above the ankle. 
 There is a flap of fabric in the front that is painted with flames and serves 
as a bib.  There is a corresponding flap of unpainted fabric in the back, that is 
used as a hood (by flipping it forward over the head and tying the corner in the 
back of the head like a headband).  The size of thrift shop sheets will vary.  This 
will determine the size of the robe you can make from a given sheet (i.e. small, 
medium, or large). 
 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS NEEDED: 
 
     Thrift store white FLAT sheets.  DO NOT TRY TO USE FITTED       
 BOTTOM SHEETS, they just don't work. 
     Sewing machine with white thread 
     Ball point pen 
     Scissors 
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     Tape measure/yardstick 
     Stencils for flame pattern 
     Red & Gold spray paint 
 
1.   Lay the sheet out flat on a large, clean surface. 
 
2.  Fold in half along the LONG axis with the fold ON THE RIGHT!  This is very 
important.  If you don't do this right you will have to start over later. (Fig. 1) 
 
3.  Fold as shown in Fig. 2, keeping the short end of the sheet (the 
hood/bib end) away from you.  Hold the sheet up against a potential 
lamplighter and adjust so that the bottom ends comfortably above their ankles.  
The short end of the sheet (hood/bib) MUST be AT LEAST 25 inches long or 
there won't be sufficient material to form a hood (but it can be longer than that).  
If the sheet is too short, get a shorter lamplighter, i.e. make a smaller robe.  Make 
sure the long and short segments are aligned with each other (This will ensure 
that the top fold is perpendicular to the edge. 
 
4.   Draw a dotted line along this top fold with a pen. 
 
5.  Mark the center point of the line (fold the sheet in half briefly to 
tell where the center point is).  Place vertical marks 8 inches to either side of this 
center point.  This will be the opening for the head.  At both ends of the line 
measure 12 inches down the sides and place marks.  These will be the arm 
openings. (Fig. 2) 
 
6.  Lay the sheet on the floor again as it was in Fig. 1.  The line you drew in step 4 
should on top, in the upper half of the length. 
 
7.  Kneel at the upper edge, facing the length of the sheet.  Fold over the top 6 
inches.  Repeat this folding until less than 12 inches remain unrolled. 
(Fig. 3) Give it to someone with a sewing machine. 
 
8.  Begin sewing the open edge along the length of the sheet, unrolling it as you 
proceed. (Fig. 4) If you need to scrunch the whole width of the sheet into the 
machine, the first fold was wrong and you need to start over at step 1.  I told you 
so. 
 
9.  When you get to the bottom of the arm hole, reverse the stitching (if possible 
on this machine) to seal the seam.  Raise the foot and advance to the shoulder 
line (without sewing).  Rotate the sheet 1/4 turn counterclockwise, and lower the 
foot.  The remaining rolled portion should now be able to pass thru the machine. 
 
10.  Sew along the line to the beginning of the neck hole.  Seal the seam, raise the 
foot, and advance to the other neck hole mark.  Lower the foot, seal the seam, 
and sew the rest of the line. 
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11.  Sew a short (1/2 inch) seam at the bottom of other arm hole.  This will keep 
the arm hole from tearing and getting larger. 
 
12.  Unroll the rest of the sheet.  Lay the sheet out as in Fig. 5.  Cut or tear along 
the fold above the shoulder line.  This will create 2 flaps: one is used as a hood, 
the other is a bib.  Cut or tear along the fold between the shoulder line and the 
bottom of the arm hole stitching of step 11.  Mark the size of the robe (S M L) 
inside the neck. 
 
13.  Give robe to the decorators.  They will paint the front and back of the bottom 
of the robe and the bottom of the bib (hood should remain unpainted). 
 
 
 Gold sashes are made with lame material cut into strips about 5 feet long 
and 8 or 9 inches wide.  The strips are folded lengthwise and sewn including one 
end.  Then use a broom handle to invert the tube, hiding the seam.  The one open 
end is then folded and sewn. 
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LIFT POLES       

 

 These are the poles used to hoist the lanterns upward to the spire hooks. 
 3/4 “ metal conduit is used for lift poles.  It’s sold in lengths of 10 feet.  
Cut off 1 foot using a small pipe cutter.  Keeping the full 10 foot pole makes it 
cumbersome to carry and use.  In fact, they can be made even shorter in varying 
sizes. 
 
 The hooks at the end are made from paint roller handles.  To make the S 
curve needed to adapt them for lantern hanging,  a torch must be applied to the 
metal.  Place a cold wet towel around the plastic handle to prevent melting.  An 
even better solution is to use a vise.  Clamp the metal just above the handle — 
the vise then acts as a heat sink. 
 A propane torch is then applied to the bends in the wire.  Once red hot, 
the wire can be straightened using pliers (one bend at a time).  Once 
straightened, the wire is then bent into an S curve (see drawing).  Apply the torch 
to where the bends should be, wait until red hot, then bend to shape.  Let the 
metal cool down naturally before removing the towel or the vise. 

                     
 A 3/4” poplar wooden dowel is used to connect the paint 
roller handle to the conduit.  Cut the dowel into 6” sections.  
Whittle one end with a knife (or use a power sander) so that it will 
fit into the handle base.  Holes must be drilled into both the 
conduit and the roller handle over the area where the wood dowel 
slides.  After pushing the dowel up into the roller handle, it is 
screwed into place with a wood screw.  Then the dowel with the 
hook now attached is slid into the conduit and also screwed 
together.  In order to more firmly secure the dowel in the handle, 
glue can be used. 
 
 The entire pole and hook is spray painted gold. 
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CARRY POLES                     

 

 Wooden carry poles transport the lanterns during the Lamplighting 
procession.  Each pole and carrier holds 12 lanterns.  10-foot lodgepoles (used for 
gardening and found in nurseries) are used for this purpose.  The point, which is 
on one end, must be sawed off. 
 
 Metal screw hooks (size 3-7/8”) are placed evenly on each side of the pole 
at a distance of 10 1/2"  from each other (based on the measurement of lantern 
tanks side by side).  Measure and mark these holes.  Pre-drilling the holes also 
makes putting the screw hooks in at Lamplighter camp go faster. 

 

 

WAGONS 
 
 Wagons are used for lantern collection.  The current wagons are 5 feet 
long.  They’re made of plywood anchored to preassembled wagon axles.   2 x 4 s 
are used as rims around the edge of the plywood.   In the past, wagons were 
built with found wheels from thrift shops.  Axle bracings were made from 2 x 4s.  
Wagons are painted gold 
 
 The current wagons can also be used in conjunction with the golf cart.  
One or more wagons can be linked together train-like and towed behind the golf 
cart. 
 
PERSONAL LAMPLIGHTER ITEMS  
 
All Lamplighters are required to bring the following items on their own: 
 
1. A long butane lighter (used generally for lighting barbecues) 
2.  A turkey baster (for filling lanterns) 
3.  Small SHARP scissors (for trimming wicks) 
4.  Sandals (to wear with the robes) 
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LAMPLIGHTER CAMP AND CANOPY CONSTRUCTION 

 

 Lamplighter camp is located on the central circle and is connected to the 
power grid.  The canopy is an arched structure and opens out onto the central 
circle for the daily processions.  Much space is reserved at the rear of the canopy 
for placement and lighting of lanterns as well as organizing groups in lines.  At 
least one main Luminary should camp close to the canopy and deal with the 
public.  That person or persons should be nearby much of the time.  Jim Ripsch, 
Chris Maila and myself have done this previously. 
 
CANOPY: 
 
 The canopy is built from PVC sections that bolt together in a grid (see 
illustration).  After bolting, the structure is bent upwards by tightening ropes at 
its base while pushing up from the center.  Four scaffolding towers (12’ high) are 
positioned at the corners of the arch to brace it and everything is staked down.  
Once erected, shade cloth is thrown over its curved surface and secured.  
Scaffolding must be ordered a month or more in advance with the DPW! 
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 Four long tables are constructed from plywood and sawhorse-style 
bracings and are positioned inside the canopy along both sides, leaving the 
central area open.  Kerosene barrels with pumps are located outside but near the 
canopy out of general view.  In the past, runway lights, curtains and pennants 
were added later. 
 Behind the canopy and around the central staging area are: the Head 
Lamplighter’s tent(s), the Cone tent or equivalent (for storing lanterns out of 
sight during the day), and the Robe tent (which protects the robes from bad 
weather).  Some wooden racks for holding lantern laden carrying poles can also 
be positioned along the sides.  If space permits after all this has been set up, other 
lamplighters may camp nearby.  The main Lamplighter eating and camping area 
has been directly across the road from the staging area.  
 
ARRIVAL 
 
 The first arrivals on the camp building crew should mark out the area for 
the above placements and transport all Lamplighting materials to the site.  The 
Luminary of construction then leads the assembling first of the canopy, then of 
the other tents and apparatus.  After two days the Lamplighter camp should be 
ready for the unpacking of the lanterns and preparation for the first procession 
on the first official day of the festival.   
 
FIRST DAY 
 
 Hopefully by the first day, the canopy and other tents have been erected 
and preparations can be made for the first procession of the festival.   Lanterns 
need to be unpacked and cleaned up from the year before.  Clean the sooty glass 
and check wick length as well and any difficulties tilting the globes back or 
lowering the metal chimneys. Remember you’re going to use these lanterns 
every night and a minor inconvenience the first night can become a real pain 
later in the week.  Any improvements you do now will speed up the process 
later.  Place lanterns that need attention in a separate area to get to later.  It is 
important to store empty lantern boxes out of the wind!  Find a covered area for 
them.   After unpacking, the good lamps can be placed in the cone tent until later.  
Others should be cleaned and fixed.  Count them as well.  
 
 The wagons from the previous year need to be tested and repaired if 
needed.  It should be possible to connect them like train carriages to the golf cart.  
Clean particularly around the wheels as playa dust corrodes metal.  The golf cart 
should be fueled and ready for the weeks work. 
 
 Kerosene barrels with one pump should be placed within handy access 
but out of sight of those non-lamplighters casually walking through camp.  Three 
full 50-gallon drums should be adequate.  Contact DPW early (at least a month 
before the festival) to secure this supply. 
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  Someone should bike or cart around to count spires - keeping a record of 
the areas (processional, central circle, north & south esplanade, villages).  
Remember there are 2 spire designs.  The “Greater” spires hold 4 lanterns; the 
“Lesser” spires hold 2.  If the Man is up or is going to be raised that night, the 
Processional must be lit.  If a full crew has not arrived by late afternoon, the outer 
esplanades may have to be dark until the next evening. 
 
 Once a spire count is done, it then becomes possible to calculate how 
many lamps are needed for each area and also people to put them up.  Multiply 
the Greater spires by 4 and the Lesser by 2 to determine needed lanterns.  Make 
volunteer sign up sheets for these areas and place them prominently in front on 
the canopy for passersby (I used clipboards to hold them).  Sign up crew as soon 
as they arrive and check the list again as the large crowd forms later.  Often 
people sign early but never return.  Always have extra volunteers if you can get 
them! 
 
 I printed out these sign up forms before the event.  For each day there 
were separate pages with the name of the each area, luminary for that group, 
lanterns and lamplighters needed.  After each evening I placed these pages in 
envelopes (one of each day) so I had a record of who worked when. 
 
 One handy thing about being right on the Central Circle is that crowds are 
often nearby.  Most certainly on some afternoon you will need to go out to bring 
in volunteers as dusk approaches.  Appoint or discuss which Luminary should 
do this.  Last year I had the Luminaries for each group be responsible for getting 
their own lamplighters together and making sure they had enough lanterns for 
their area (see Luminaries) 
 
 Carry poles (see Making Poles)  need to be prepared with screw hooks in 
previously marked and drilled holes.  These hooks come out after the festival 
and are packed in a separate box thus allowing the poles to be easily stored. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LUMINARIES 
 
 A Luminary is responsible for leading one group of Lamplighters to light 
a specific area of Black Rock City.  They must see to it that they have enough 
people and lanterns for their task.  During the lantern preparation in late 
afternoon, the Luminaries should be signing up lamplighters to fill out their 
group.  They also later acquire the number of lanterns needed for their area (this 
is done after the lanterns have been lined up and lit) 
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 For the last 3 years, these were the areas to be lit:   
 1. Central Circle 
 2. Processional 
 3. North Esplanade 
 4. South Esplanade 
 5. North Villages * 
 6. South Villages * 
  
 * The villages will be taking more control over their own Lamplighting 
and provide their own Luminaries (see Villages) 
 
 A Luminary must make a commitment to work the full seven days of the 
festival.  By mid-week they will know automatically what needs to be done and 
the group sign up process should go much smoother. 
 
 The Esplanades are the longest walks and therefore Luminaries for those 
areas must keep that in mind when selecting group members. 
 
 A Luminary sets an example to the others in the group and assures that 
the procession moves ahead quietly and methodically until all lamps are hung. 
 
VILLAGES 
 
 There larger “neighborhoods” within Black Rock City that are referred to 
as Villages.   More responsibly for civic tasks like Lamplighting will be assumed 
as the villages become better organized.  There should be one Luminary from 
every village who like the other Luminaries, makes sure they have the people 
and lanterns to light their village.  These Luminaries are encouraged to 
participate with their village Lamplighters in the daily preparation of lanterns. 
 
 It is also highly recommended that village Luminaries attend at least one 
of the Lamplighter meetings prior to the event (particularly the Kindling meeting 
- see Meetings) 
 
 
 
 
 

MUSICIANS 

 

 The Lamplighting processions are greatly enhanced 
by accompanying musicians.  The music played should be 
stately, hypnotic and complement the slow methodical 
walk of the Lamplighters.  Slow drumbeats are very 
effective, but any acoustic portable instrument could work.  
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Interested musicians can contact a Kindler (Lamplighter camp organizer) 
beforehand. 
 
 Musicians need only arrive at dusk when the processions begin.  They 
wait out in front of the shade canopy and begin playing when the line moves 
forward. 
 
 Musicians should contact the Luminaries of the group they wish to play 
for and then organize with other musicians playing for the same group.  If a 
great number of musicians show up, try to have all Lamplighter groups 
accompanied. 
 

 

 
 

A DAY’S AGENDA 

 
 There are three great tasks in the daily activity of a Lamplighter:   
 1. Lantern collection and storage 
 2. Lantern preparation 
 3. Hanging the lamps 
 
 
LANTERN COLLECTION 
 
 Lantern collection involves going out with a wagon (or golf cart & wagon) 
in bringing in the lanterns from the night before.  Unlike the hanging, this 
operation is done casually and at no particular time (though it is highly 
recommended it be done in the cool morning)  There is considerably less people 
needed for this job. 
 Once lanterns are brought back to camp, they need to be concealed so that 
casual passersby don’t walk off with them.  They can either be transferred to the 
cone tent or the wagons can be draped with camo netting (the easiest alternative 
though it grounds a wagon for the remainder of the day). 
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LANTERN PREPARATION 
 
 This job is best handled in assembly line fashion with two or more people 
performing one particular task. 
 These are the steps needed to be taken: 
  
 1. Cleaning the glass globes of soot 
 2. Drying the globes 
 3. Raising and trimming the wicks 
 4. Swiveling the globe back in place 
 5. Filling the lantern with kerosene 
 6. Placing lanterns in equal lines in the staging area. 
 7. Lamp lighting 
  
  
 In late afternoon, lanterns are brought on wagons over to the shade 
canopy.  Two lines of long tables are placed to either side of the canopy.  One 
table is for cleaning, the other is for wick trimming and filling.  Lanterns with 
dark sooty glass are moved immediately to the cleaning table.  Those with clean 
glass go directly to the wick trimmers.  Large bowls are set up: Bowls for soapy 
water and bowls for kerosene (keep these on different tables!).  It is 
recommended that those working on lanterns wear plastic gloves. 

   

 

Pull up Bell

Glass swivels back
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Wick

Globe lift lever

Wick height adjustment

Fill Cap

 
  

 1.   Lantern globes can be swiveled out by raising the pulling up the globe 
bell (metal chimney) without using the side lever and carefully pushing out the 
globe in the direction opposite the fill cap.  Once tilted out it is possible to 
remove the glass but it isn’t necessary. 
 After burning all night many of the lanterns will have soot on the glass.  
This can be easily cleaned off by using a spongy bottle swab or wet cloth with a 
bit of detergent from a bowl of water. 
 After cleaning the lantern is then dried with a cloth and transferred to the 
wick trimmers. 
 
 2.   There was a time when wicks were trimmed only when the ends 
charred and the flame didn’t burn evenly.  However during the month lanterns 
were used constantly every night at the San Francisco Burning Man exhibit, it 
was determined that lanterns with untrimmed wicks were more easily 
extinguished by wind gusts.  Because of that discovery, all wicks are now 
trimmed for use every night. 
 The wicks are more easily trimmed with the glass swiveled out (see 
above).  Crank the burner knob to get a larger portion of the wick exposed and 
cut off a tiny portion evenly across using very sharp scissors.  The wick is then 
lowered and the globe is swiveled back up.  Pull the metal chimney upward and 
swing the pivoting globe back upright.  Lower the bell carefully and make sure 
there are no air gaps either above or below the glass. 
 
 3.   The fillers use a standard turkey baster and a large bowl of kerosene.  
The lantern’s tank cap is removed and the filler squirts 3 or 4 FULL basters of 
kerosene into the tank.  When in doubt, add more.  The cap is replaced. 
 About the safety of kerosene.    Kerosene is a distilled coal oil product but is 
not nearly as combustible as gasoline. It needs a wicking material to burn.  If you 
tossed a cigarette into an open bowl of kerosene, the cigarette would burn but 
the whole bowl wouldn’t catch fire.  This also means if you get clothing soaked 
with kerosene, the cloth will act as a wick and it will burn!  Be careful, try to spill 
as little kerosene as possible.  Smoking while filling lanterns is highly 
discouraged. 
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 4.   After filling, lanterns are moved to the staging area in back of the 
canopy and set on the ground in easily countable rows (24 is a good number — 
each carrier holds 12). There needs to be enough space on either side of the rows 
for squatting to light the lamps. 
 
 5.   Lamps are lit with long barbecue butane lighters.   The globe of each 
lantern is raised by using the lever to the right of the glass.  This lever locks in 
place leaving the globe elevated and permitting access to the wick.  Light the 
wick and immediately unlock and lower the globe.  Adjust the burner so that the 
flame burns low and even.  As the lanterns heat up, the flame will burn higher 
and it is important to carefully watch the flames so they don’t burn too high and 
soot up the glass.  In fact my suggestion is while many light the lamps at least 
one person should constantly walk down the rows adjusting the burners. 
 
 6.  After the lanterns are burning, the Lamplighters don their robes.  Robes 
of different sizes should be separated so that this dressing process goes 
smoothly.  Last year the robes were hung from a “closet pole” which was taken 
from the robe tent and hung from the scaffolding in the rear of the canopy for 
easy access to robes.  Sashes are tied around the waist and hoods are placed over 
the head.  Luminaries round up their group members and have them gather 
together apart from the others outside in the staging area.   
 Carry poles are placed on wooden racks for each group and the lanterns 
needed by that group are hung on the carry poles.  The exiting order of the 
groups needs to be determined - my suggestion is: 
 

First: Processional 
Second: Central Circle 

Third: North Esplanade 
Forth: North Villages 

Fifth: South Esplanade 
Sixth: South Villages 

  
 Each Luminary for their own group gives a roll call from the sign up list.  
If any are missing, replacements should be found immediately. 
 The timing of the Lamplighting procession is dependent on the distance of 
the esplanades (the other areas take less time).   Luminaries for the esplanades 
should time themselves the first night — both for the hanging and for the walk 
back to camp. Normally in the past we would start as the sun hit the ridge of 
hills.  This is a relative time however and also depends on the location of Black 
Rock City.  Out toward open playa the hills are of course further away and 
departure time will come earlier before the sun reaches the hilltops.  Give 
yourself plenty of time the first night and adjust from there.  For visual effect the 
Lamplighting works best at dusk though it becomes progressively harder to 
hang the lamps in the dwindling light.  Ideally all lanterns are hung before night 
completely falls though the walk back to camp can be done in darkness.  
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 Lamp lifters lead each group.  The Processional group moves toward the 
canopy entrance where the musicians await.  As Lamplighters move forward, the 
carriers are handed their carrying poles that are placed over the shoulders.  
When the first group is ready, the Luminary for that group signals the musicians.  
That is the cue to move out into the Central Circle. 
 The procession flows out in a slow and steady unbroken long line.  This 
means the carriers must get their carrying poles in an expedient fashion so that 
the people ahead of them don’t have to stop and wait.  This assisting the carriers 
can be done by the lifters or special people not participating in the procession 
(for instance, extra volunteers). 
 
THE PROCESSION 
 
 I think of the Lamplighters as existing in a parallel dimension to the other 
surrounding activities.  Like the slow processes of daily time cycles, the 
Lamplighters make their routes in a solemn manner, solely focused on their task.  
Excess talk, joking, etc., should be discouraged until all the lamps are hung.  The 
slow methodical walk has a practical purpose as well.  If the lanterns swing too 
much they will fall from their hooks. 
 
THE INVOCATION 
 
 After leaving the canopy, the Lamplighters form a circle around the fire 
caldron.  This caldron burns from the beginning of the festival to the lighting of 
man and is an appropriate focus for the commencement of Lamplighting.  If 
there are any extra volunteers, they could be set out in advance of the procession 
to clear the area around the caldron. 
 
 In the early days, forming a circle of Lamplighters in central camp was no 
problem.  But when so many Lamplighters today, it takes some careful 
maneuvering to make the circle work.  In fact there are too many to make a circle 
- a spiral is more appropriate.  It’s important here that group members recognize 
others in their group and stay together. 
 
 The lamp lifters go to the center of the spiral while the carriers stand pole 
to pole forming rings of light.  The Luminary for the Processional shouts the 
invocation.  It could be the one I’ve used or any other (a deferent one every 
year/every night!).    When Black Rock City was set up as a circle (1993-1996), the 
four directions were emphasized.  Since 1997 with the semi-circle design, I’ve 
stressed the uniting of diverse elements and the general effect of the lamps at 
night (civilization, navigation and celebration).   Basically the invocation sets the 
tone and attitude for what follows. 
 
 After the invocation, the lifters rejoin their groups and the spiral slowly 
breaks up - the groups going to their designated areas.  The outer layers move 
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first (the north and south esplanades and villages) followed by the inner layer 
(central circle and processional). 
 
THE HANGING 
 
 Each group is lead by at least 2 lifters who each remove two lanterns at a 
time from the line of carriers.  After 2 lanterns have been removed from a carrier, 
that person moves forward and the lifters work their way back down the line so 
that all carriers roughly share the same burden.  The lifters walk alongside the 
carrier next in line as they move from spire to spire.  At the end of the line of 
carriers they rejoin the front. 
 Lifters should try to synchronize their moves so that they remove lanterns 
from a carrier together, lift and hang together.  Lift poles can be used to remove 
lamps from a carry pole without having to transfer by hand (practice this in 
advance).  At times hands are needed to adjust the lantern flame before raising. 
 The actual hanging of the lamps is best taught by example and practice.  
Essentially the lantern bail must be brought over and past the wooden spire 
hook.  Then the lift hook is slid carefully out and down through the bail, leaving 
the lantern behind.  This is much easier to do before dark. 
 Make sure lanterns are placed well over the spire hooks - if not they may 
fall.  A lift pole may be used to straighten a lantern that is not hanging straight. 
 
 After all lamps are hung and the groups moves back to camp, Luminaries 
should check the hanging lamps to make sure they are burning correctly.  If not, 
take the lamps down and adjust or re-light.  Lanterns change their burning 
characteristics after warming up.  Since before raising, they were near other 
lamps they burn hotter.  When hung they are suddenly surrounded by wind 
gusts and cool air which could change the flame. 
 
 
AFTER THE PROCESSION 
 
 When groups return to Lamplighter camp, robes are removed and hung 
according to size on the “closet pole” which is later placed in the robe tent once 
full. 
 All open bowls of kerosene should be poured back into containers before 
leaving camp.   Put scissors, basters, etc away.  This ideally is done by someone 
who remains in camp after the procession leaves.  It’s important that at least one 
person remain behind to guard unused lanterns and to clean up. 
  
 
THE FINAL NIGHT 
 
 Since the Man now burns one day before the end of the festival, the 
Processional is not lit the final night.  This frees up 128 lanterns for emptying and 
packing during that day.  Also many Lamplighters might be leaving, creating a 
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shortage of help that night.  Try to interest passersby during the day in being 
Lamplighters the final night.   
 All areas besides the Processional ARE lit and with the same sense of 
ceremony. 
 
 
TEAR DOWN AND PACKING 
 
  
SEQUENCE OF DISMANTLING CAMP 
 
 The canopy is the first to come down.  All tables, etc should be cleared 
from inside.  Shade cloth is removed and folded.  Ropes are untied.  The 
scaffolds are pulled back and taken apart.  Carefully pull up the stakes from one 
side of the arch and pull outward until the arch flattens to the ground.  Unscrew 
the bolts and place them in a safe container.  Make sure PVC sections are marked 
for easy assembly the next year.  Joiners could be packed separately from long 
pieces but it’s important to carefully pack the canopy as one missing piece 
prevents assembly. 
 While this is happening, a small group of people could start emptying and 
boxing lanterns.  Kerosene is poured back into portable containers using funnels.   
Lanterns are boxed in alternating directions (one pointing up, the next down).  
Since this process takes much time, globe cleaning is put off until the following 
year. 
 The main tents around the staging area are next to be pulled down though 
the camp Kindlers may want to stay another night to make sure all is cleaned up 
and packed well. 
 There may be a time when the Lamplighters have their own storage area 
but until then it’s important to clearly mark all Lamplighter paraphernalia.  In 
the past I’ve used a stencil and red spray paint to quickly mark boxes. 
 Make an arrangement with DPW regarding trash, otherwise all garbage 
should be hauled out. 
 Make sure all stakes all removed from the ground! 
 
REWARDS AND PEP TALK 
 
 My early Lamplighting experiences were frustrated by the volunteer’s 
lack of commitment.  Now that the numbers have greatly grown, creating 
commitment is even more of a challenge. 
 In recent years I’ve worked with Larry Harvey on ways to reward 
volunteers who work multiple nights.  Whether these rewards continue for years 
to come is the decision of the Burning Man organizers and the Kindlers 
themselves.   
 Rewards in the past have been: 
 1. For a full weeks work (including clean up): Reimbursement of a 
substantial portion of Burning Man ticket fee. 
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 2. For three days work or over: Lamplighter T shirt 
 3. For a single day:  1 hot meal 
 
 Ideally Lamplighting should be its own reward.  The spectacle of Burning 
Man however has distractions that are off the map.  In order to remind 
volunteers of their Lamplighter duties, I’ve found the above rewards to be 
useful. 
  
 
AFTERWARD 
 
 The Lamplighting at Burning Man has in recent years taken on an epic 
scope.  Though quiet and unintrusive, it is an important daily ritual and Black 
Rock City wouldn’t be the same without it.  I truly hope all future Lamplighters 
get as much out of this as I have. 
 
Steve Mobia 
Head Lamplighter at Burning Man (1993-1999) 
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